Cognitive Science Travel Award Application
2019 - 2020 Academic Year

The cross-disciplinary Cognitive Science program @ Cornell is happy to present travel award criteria for the academic year. Students and postdocs affiliated with the Cognitive Science program are invited to apply for travel support for their first-authored conference presentations.

To be eligible, undergraduate students must be in the Cognitive Science undergraduate minor, graduate students must have signed up for the graduate minor in Cognitive Science, and postdocs need a brief note from their advisor (who must be a member of the Cognitive Science field) stating that they are actively engaged in cognitive science-related research.

Grad students MUST attend Cognitive Science colloquia, symposia, and/or other events organized/sponsored by the Cognitive Science program (including our film series, Sprocket). In addition, grad students are expected to give a 15-minute talk at the end of the school year, as part of a Grad Minor Convo luncheon. Please contact the program for more information.

Travel support is available for up to two first-authored presentations per academic year of which only one may be a poster presentation. The Cognitive Science travel grants cover a portion of the expenses for transportation, accommodations, and conference registration up to a maximum of $500 for travel within North America and $1,000 for travel outside of North America, with a cap of $1,000 per student per academic year. [Please note, there is a cap of $500 for poster travel.] Cog Sci welcomes workshop applications.

STUDENTS MUST APPLY BEFORE TRAVEL. GRANT APPLICATIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED AFTER CONFERENCE.

To apply please complete the attached application and send it to cog sci program manager Julie Simmons-Lynch (jes257@cornell.edu) along with the relevant conference abstract.
Application for Cognitive Science Travel Award

PERSONAL INFORMATION          Today’s Date: __________

Last Name First Name___________________________________
Address (city, state, & zip)
________________________________________________________________________
Phone Number/E-mail___________________________________________
Undergrad student_____ Grad student_____ Postdoc*_____Cornell ID #___________

CONFERENCE INFORMATION**

Conference_____________________________________________________
Venue__________________________________________________________
Dates___________________________________________________________
Other funding (grad school, etc.)_____________________________________
Poster (first-authored): _____ Talk (first-authored): _____
Travel amount: airfare_______ car__________ bus________
train_______ taxi________
Accommodation amount: ________ Registration fee: ______
Poster production cost (if applicable): ______

*Postdocs, please have your advisor email a brief letter of support.
**Attach an explanation of relevance to your Cognitive Science research and an official abstract listing all authors with affiliations for the paper/poster. If this is an invited presentation, please attach a copy of the invitation from the conference organizers.

Recipients of travel awards agree to explicitly acknowledge the Cognitive Science Program @ Cornell in their talks or on their posters.